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PROMESSES

PROMESSES (PROMISES) sound a world that grasps, cuts, controls and blocks.

He makes sound echos of what enters, of what repulses, of what wedges, of those

who stay inside, of those who stay outside. The fortress, the flows. The pastor and

his sheeps.

The performance at l 'Arsenic is l inked to Florian Bach's exhibition at the center of

contemporary art Circuit.

PROMESSES stems from a first reaction to what is called « the migrant crisis » . I t

questions the present stakes of the being between inclusion and exclusion. In this

project, it is called the “inclusion complex”. Trying to relate the installation with the

dramaturgical space of the performance, it is a questioning, amongst others, on the

collective problematics related to the contemporary migratory flux.

Aragon in La Révolution surréaliste, no 4 – discours prononcé à Madrid en 1925

Nous aurons raison de tout. Etd’abordnous ruinerons cette civilisation qui vous est

chère, où vous êtes moulés commedes fossiles dans le schiste. Monde occidental,

tu es condamné à mort. Nous sommes les défaitistes de l’Europe… Que l’Orient,

votre terreur, enfin à votre voix réponde. Nous réveillerons partout les germes de la

confusion etdumalaise. Nous sommes les agitateurs de l’esprit. Toutes les

barricades sontbonnes, toutes les entraves à nos bonheurs maudits. Juifs, sortez

des ghettos. Qu’on affame le peuple, afin qu’il connaisse enfin le goûtdu pain de la

colère ! Bouge, Inde auxmille bras, grandBrahma légendaire. A toiEgypte ! Etque

les trafiquants de drogue se jettent surnos pays terrifiés… Soulève-toi, monde !

Voyezcomme cette terre est sèche etbonne pour tous les incendies. On diraitde

la paille.
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From its beginning, La Section Lopez of Adina Secretan has been particularly

interested in space and plastic installations. The first creations of this company

have considered scenic space literally as a territory; a territory where people walk,

wander about or proliferate, or a territory which is interfered with.

During the last few years, the artistic research of the company has been focusing

on space itself, becoming more social and more political. The creation PLACE is

about critical urbanism, spatial emancipations and rights to a city. BLACK

BUVETTE questions pre-defined space for migrants in our society, particularly

l imited access to work, guaranty of autonomy.

Questions about the direct relations to space – methodological, sensorial and

political – are shared with Anne-Laure Sahy, who has been working with the

company from its beginning. The Section Lopez has progressively invested the

problematics of populist fears concerning space, spatial emancipations, habitabil ity

of cities and space sensoriality, neglected in dominant urbanistic politics, technicist

and instrumentalist: walls have been erected in Europe, human tragedies are

happening at maritime and terrestrial borders, in trains, in bunkers, in jails, all over

the continent. Continuing this research seems obvious to the company.

Florian Bach’s work explores the place of the human being in its environment,

proposing structures that often reject him. He has constrained movement by

dividing space or building walls, rejecting the spectator with structures that are

inaccessible to him. Florian Bach has also excluded the spectator in performances

by only allowing him to attend from an adjacent room. Although each of these

propositions are characterized by the absence of protagonists, actions can be

clearly pictured in the mind: children playing on a burned porch, ruins after a riot, a

sniper at his shooting spot, for example.

For the Circuit exhibition, Florian Bach proposes an environment of 5 pieces dealing

with the paradoxal questions induced by the project PROMESSES. On one hand,

political existence, mil itant implication, demission, rejection; on the other hand,

forces driving to exile, uprooting, domination, loss and destruction.

Those references reveal the ambiguity related to various tools and materials. In

Florian Bach’s works, the ambivalent functions of such objects are being

scrutinized. The gaz cylinder, the ax, the rope, now for domestic use, now for

violence.

PERFORMANCE

INSTALLATIONS

Florian Bach

La Section Lopez

Adina Secretan, Anne-Laure Sahy
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LA FABRIQUE is an installation visible during the day, within opening hours of an

exhibition. I t is also where the performance takes place.

LA FABRIQUE is housed in the lab of Arsenic, it is the clandestine branch of the

Circuit exhibition. Side-room of ARMADA, it is big wooden shelves against a wall,

storing the gas-cylinders used for the performance. Some “rockets” and other

materials necessary for their fabrication are also disposed: metal fins, gas-cylinder

sockets, air-compressor.

LA FABRIQUE is like a secret warehouse, hidden. I t is the place where bombs,

which wil l be launched elsewhere, are assembled. I t is the workshop.

Access is open during the day. No-one is there. There are only the material, ready

to be used, being prepared or just waiting. Sound in the background, traces of what

happened before, announcing what might come.

LA FABRIQUE, 201 7

Wood, gas cylinders,

air compressor

at Arsenic

201 7, June 4 to 1 1

2pm - 6pm (closed mon 5)

CORPUS
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Performance

at Arsenic

201 7, June 3 to 1 1

sat 3, sun 4, sun 1 1 at 7pm,

tues 6, wed 7, thu 8, fri 9 at 6.30pm

sat 1 0 at 9pm

The performance, from and by Adina Secretan, Anne-Laure Sahy, Eduard Mont de

Palol, Dragos Tara and Florian Bach, break up the installation time.

These people are there. They pick up gas cylinders, move them around, put them

down, o ccupying space with them. They produce noises, sound-lanscapes, using

the potential of tension, pressure, explosion or leaks made possible by the material.

The performance is set, impregnated with violence and danger. Threat overhangs.

As far as space and music are concerned, it is a straight l ine, a continuous tension,

l ike leaking gas.

Amongst bodies, the gas-cylinder itself revives a fantasy of pressure, referring its

surroundings, free and closed space, claustrophobia, fear of overflow, fear of

explosion. I t promises an imaginary climax, a face-to-face, a monster, possibly

never given nor released.

But a performance is a live space. What should not come out, does, what is not

constrained by borders and enclosers, escapes. What we can’t control. What

leaves, gets away from home, overflows the walls. By analogy: wind, water, animals,

nature, challenging the hard-built wall.
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SELF, 201 7

Steel, polypropylen, motor

at Circuit

201 7, June 3 to July 8

thu - sat 2pm - 6 pm

and on appointment

also open sun 4, tue 6, wed 7, sun 1 1

2pm - 6pm

SELF is a heavy 1 00 meters long mooring rope, coiled on a motorized cylinder

constantly turning. The end of the rope slops on the ground at each slow revolution.

Absurd machinery produces a piece with physical and emotional charge. SELF is

dense, ful l of concentrated energy. Industrial, inhuman, heavy (650 kg), difficult to

move, it imposes carefully calculated handling. SELF is a problem. I t faces us with

ARMADA, 201 7

Gas cylinders, steel

at Circuit

201 7, June 3 to July 8

thu - sat 2pm - 6 pm

and on appointment

also open sun 4, tue 6, wed 7, sun 1 1

2pm - 6pm

ARMADA consists of recuperated gas cylinders, transformed into rockets with fins.

Aligned, strictly organized, l ike a mil itary formation or an arsenal ready for use.

Contemporary war is supposed to be clean and clinic. Attacks and shell ings are

called “surgically selected targeting” by drones without pilots. Bombs are

intell igent. But civil ians flee away from confl ict zones. Fighting forces are barbarian.

Despair leads to using DIY-tools to kil l . In Syria it has become common practice to

transform gas-cylinders into explosive rockets. The real war is barbary and blood.

ARMADA reminds us that madness is collective, that war is war. ARMADA tells us

that people don’t leave for nothing.
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REGNE consists of three bird-scaring canons, diverted from their original use. I t

proposes visitors a situation of anxiety and tension.

I t is about man’s abil ity to make tools insuring him domination over nature,

destructive and interested use of it, by analogy, reign of man over man. The

installation refers to control and exclusion systems. I t calls for reflection on the

position of the powerful over the weak, his organization to maintain himself there, to

create institutions and weapons for such aim. In other words: voluntary supremacy

causes animal species to disappear, reinforcement of laws, exclusive measures

against humans, permanent control over people’s movements, abandon of workers’

rights, war and its canons pointed from the height of the city. I t also reminds of the

salvo fired twenty-one times to salute accession to power of a head-of-state, a high-

rank mil itary or a king.

RÈGNE, 201 4

Bird scaring canons,

gas cylinders

computer

at Circuit

201 7, June 3 to July 8

thu - sat 2pm - 6 pm

and on appointment

also open sun 4, tue 6, wed 7, sun 1 1

2pm - 6pm

its author’s own ambivalence.

Florian Bach has produced a sculpture which refers to the reality of matter and its

physical characteristics. The presence of the sculpture accounts for what it is.

Relatively to its author, SELF is ambiguous. I t evoques ties, attachment, community.

But also irresoluteness, indecision and eternal beginning. I t suggests the difficult

mechanism of political positioning, civil engagement, renouncement, lack of power.
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Road asphalt, ties

at Circuit

201 7, June 3 to July 8

thu - sat 2pm - 6 pm

and on appointment

also open sun 4, tue 6, wed 7, sun 1 1

2pm - 6pm

Road-asphalt rubble is recuperated and cleansed. Each piece of it is tied around it

l ike a parcel with multicolor threads, strings, electric cords. All the pieces are hung

next to one another, at regular intervals, against a wall of the exhibition hall .

The ties are a disparate and coloured mixture of threads knotted together. Hanged,

they form a dense vertical weft, repeated in space. A heavy accumulation, a weight

distributed along the length of the wall.

The installation may be as many bodies as pieces of ballast, which could, by

extension, each be a person. These hundreds of pieces of hanged rubble create a

compact mass, which could be a solidary community, or as many individual entities

and uprooted destinies. The ties of EUROPA! EUROPA! evokes accidental rupture,

ripping, war.
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Centre d'art contemporain Circuit - Lausanne

opening friday June 2 at 6pm

thu-fri-sat 2pm - 6pm and on appointment

also open June tue 6, wed 7, sun 4 and sun 2pm - 6pm

www.circuit. l i

Performance 201 7 June 3 to 1 1

Arsenic - Centre d'art scénique contemporain

(duration 50')

sat 3, sun 4 and sun 1 1 at 7pm, tue 6, wed 7, thu 8, fri 9 at 6.30pm, sat 1 0 at 9pm

installation visible the days of the show

in the Arsenic Labo, 2pm - 6pm

www.arsenic.ch

artistic collaboration : Florian Bach, Eduard Mont de Palol, Adina Secretan,

Anne-Laure Sahy, Dragos Tara

external eye: Simona Ferrar

construction installations: CEN-Construction : Cédric Bach, Manuel Abad, Norma

Nasri-Bail largeat / Marcello Silvio Busato / Patrick Gross .

coproduction : Arsenic – Centre d’art scénique contemporain, Circuit –

Centre d’art contemporain, Wiesen55 e.V - Berlin, Théâtre Sévelin 36

supports : Canton de Vaud, Loterie Romande,

Pro Helvetia, Fondation Leenaards, Pour-cent culturel Migros Vaud,

Fondation Engelberts

www.promesses. info

trailer : https://vimeo.com/21 3341 1 74

VENUES, DATES, CREDITS & LINKS



10Florian Bach is a sculptor and light designer. His work is based on a reflection on

politics and social matters: boundaries, physical and mental l imits, identity,

exclusion, marginality and insecurity. He is also a light designer involved in the

dance and performance scene in Switzerland and Germany. Over the last years, he

toured regulary in Europe with several choregraphers and companies like Simone

Aughterlony, Kate McIntosh, Yann Marussich, Isabelle Schad or Irina Müller,

Clément Layes, Eva Meyer Keller and Sybil le Müller, Nicole Seiler to quote some of

them. He is also cofounder of Wiesen55 e.v, a collective project in Berlin with the

aim to renovate a building to create some working and rehearsing spaces. He is

also part of Gangplank, a technician, designers and artists research group aiming

to exchange and think about technical and dramaturgical tools.

Adina is born in 1 980 in Switzerland. She studied classical dance, contemporary

dance and acting at the Conservatory of Geneva, and then lived in Managua,

Nicaragua, where she collaborated to several theatrical projects with children. Back

to Switzerland and parallel to getting a master’s degree in philosophy and modern

literature she continued her studies in contemporary dance with the Collectif du

Marchepied in Lausanne. Since 2008 she has been working in Switzerland as

choreographer, theatre director, assistant, dramaturge, performer. She worked as a

researcher and teacher at the HETSR (University of Theatre - French speaking part

of Switzerland), and achieved 201 4 a master project in directing, about human

relations to space and the actual fear of demographic expansion. She continued

this research in Japan, Brazil and Latvia, through collective artists residencies.

Since 201 2 she’s also part of the international collective Sweet&Tender, an artist-

driven initiative based on self-organization, self-education and developing

alternative modes of production and collaboration.

These last years, with her company La Section Lopez, she realised the

perforfmances Brutale Nature in 201 3, Place! in 201 4, PLACE and Black Buvette in

201 6. Since 201 7 she is associated artist of the far° Festival in Nyon.

Anne-Laure Sahy is born in 1 980. She obtained a Master of Arts at the University of

Lausanne in 2004. During her studies, she followed the elementary theatre courses

at the Conservatory of Geneva in 2002, and danced in the pre-professional dance

company l’Avant-Scène in Lausanne in 2003. In 2006 she obtained a Master Pro

“Intercultual exchanges Ingereering” at the Sorbonne-Nouvelle Paris I I I . The same

year, she created Prélude, a coordination network for artistic actions in jails.

Between 2007 and 201 3, she worked as curator and producer at the Théâtre 2.21

in Lausanne. In 201 0 she obtained the Certificate of Advanced Studies

“Dramaturgy and Text Performance” at the University of Lausanne and the Theatre

High School La Manufacture. In 201 3 she created a production platform rue#91 7.

Since then she works as producer and dramaturg with different theatre,

performance and dance companies like Julien Mages, Antoine Jaccoud, Adina

Secretan, YoungSoon Cho Jaquet, Lucie Eidenbenz. Since 201 5 she also works

with documentaries and fiction movies directors: Elise Shubs, Fabrice Aragno.

Since 201 6 she lives and works between Lausanne and Berlin.

Florian Bach

Adina Secretan

Anne-Laure Sahy

PROTAGONISTS
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CONTACTS

La Section Lopez

p.a. Adina Secretan

Rue Montolivet 1 1

CH-1 006 Lausanne

Anne-Laure Sahy | dramaturgy and production

M. alsahy[at]rue91 7.ch

T. +41 76 349 95 99 | +49 1 76 28 76 28 77

Adina Secretan | artistic direction La Section Lopez

M. adina.secretan[at]gmail.com

T. +41 78 722 92 56

Florian Bach | exposition

M. florian[at]artamis.org

T. +41 78 862 59 63 | +49 1 76 64 65 60 84




